Case study: Production
Location: Permian Basin

Lavoro helped an EOR operation enhance data visibility,
automate workflows and optimize injection well efficiency
Operator reduced the latency of data critical to optimizing their gas lift from 48 hours
to near real-time

An operator in the Permian Basin implemented Lavoro’s
Foundation application bundle to quickly integrate with their
existing equipment, cost-effectively track thousands of
tags, and timely produce a custom well injection report that
helps the operator optimize its production. As the company
continues to embrace automation, it will use additional existing
Lavoro capabilities to control the injection optimization in
real-time.

The operator’s challenges

An independent oil and gas company with enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) operations inside the Permian Basin was using a historian
to track thousands of data streams. But as the team’s operations
evolved and the historian got older, issues began to surface.
The historian was several versions behind, and its hardware was
beginning to have issues. More importantly, the historian lacked
key capabilities that the team needed to enhance its operations—
including a report used to optimize CO2 and water injection wells.
Without this capability, the team had to manually extract the data,
import it to Excel and wait for it to be processed.

What the operator tried first

After assessing the upgrade process, the company knew it would
not solve their challenges. The upgrade itself was expensive, with
a recurring license fee that provided little flexibility. And even
with the pricey upgrade, the historian would not meet the team’s
needs. At best, it would still take 48 hours for data to get from the
field to the office—with many slow, manual processes in between.
When the company decided to decommission its current solution,
Lavoro was ready to help its team discover the power of a modern,
cost-effective historian.
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What Lavoro provided

Lavoro provided its Foundation application bundle that includes
a modern, scalable, affordable historian solution. The Lavoro
Foundation bundle makes it easy to integrate, collect, historize,
contextualize, and analyze operational data—then share those
insights in near-real-time from the edge to the enterprise. With
Lavoro Foundation, the customer replaced its outdated, inefficient
solution with a practical, scalable edge cloud platform. REFPROP
density and volume calculations are now performed automatically
in the field. Cloud-hosted dashboards allow the team to visualize
all process variables in near-real-time, from any browser-enabled
device. To eliminate manual processes and delays, the critical
report the operator needed to optimize its CO2 and water injection
wells is automatically produced.

What was achieved

By replacing its outdated historian with Lavoro Foundation, the
operator achieved clear, immediate results. Its team can access
field data from the office in near real-time and can receive
notifications when conditions of interest are met.
The operator’s connected injection wells are now able to
be optimized as frequently as desired to minimize cost and
maximize production, with the capability to automate 100% of
the optimization in real-time on the platform in the future. Key
reporting is fully automated, with no manual steps required.
As the operator continues to use the Lavoro Foundation, it is
finding new value-adds. Case in point: when storms interrupted
site connectivity to the cloud, Lavoro Historian on the edge ensured
that no data was lost. The moment connectivity came back, the
data was available in the cloud.
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